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All of the gear in this book can be made without a sewing machine and with a minimal set of tools

that fit inside a book bag. If you make your own gear, you can save a considerable amount of

money â€“ a piece of gear that sells for $120 in a leather store would take an hour and $20 worth of

leather and hardware to make. Inside, you'll find examples of basic leather working tools and

techniques for using them, how to cut a hide into straps, how to apply grommets, rivets and snaps.

Patterns and instructions for making wrist/bicep band, belt, Sam Browne belt, two kinds of bondage

belt, suspenders, bondage cuffs, hogtie straps, D ring collar, locking buckle collar, leash, chest

harness, stockings, head harness, strapon harness, seven gates of hell and braided handle

floggers.
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What can I say? This book is written by someone with a great deal of experience in this area.

Rather than torturing you with excessive verbosity, Daddy Wendell gets right to business, and tells

you what you need to know.The book is mercifully thin, and has all the information you need to start

making your own gear.As with everything, with experience will come... expertise. However, what

Daddy Wendell relates is very accessible, even for the attention impaired.What you won't find is a

collegiate textbook that takes a team of Yak to move from one place to another.What you will find is

the nuts and bolts of how to get from looking at leather gear and buying it at ridiculous prices, to

being able to make it for yourself for a fraction of the cost.Rather than detracting from a person's

interest in leather goods, it will make you appreciate them more. I have found it most stimulating,

and look forward to putting it to good use in the very near future.Daddy Wendell is someone who



has been in the scene, well, for a quite a while, and has the experience and the gift to relate what he

knows to the reader: a rare gift.

Have you ever wondered how to make your own leather gear for a fraction of the cost of what the

stores sell it for?If so, this is the book for you. Daddy Wendell provides a humorous and insightful

look into the world of leather craftsmanship. He takes would-be leather craftspeople from step 1 to

completed product effortlessly, never missing a beat as he lays out patterns and plans for useful

and devious designs. Would-be readers are in for another treat- Daddy Wendell is a leather

historian. As he guides readers into leather making, he also shares the rich history of leather

culture.This book is not to be missed. It is worth so much more than ten dollars- it is an enjoyable

read and will save you tons of money as you make your own gear for a fraction of the retail price!

This is a wonderful must have book for someone starting out in making leather gear, or a pro

looking for some tips. The pictures and step by step approach gives you a basic platform to go and

create your own personalized toys.

A really great beginner book just what I needed to get started! Thank you!

wonderful information well grouped and good pics

good be more material, but worth the money

Really fun book for "toys"

Excellent
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